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I. Introduction

Semiconductors are an essential component of electronic devices, enabling advances in

communications, computing, healthcare, military systems, transportation, clean energy, and

countless other applications, according to the Semiconductor Industry Association .  During

COVID-19, many supply chains have a hard time keeping up with a huge surge in demand, and

one of the major cautions is semiconductor chips for automotive. Semiconductor manufacturing

plants are lagging behind in production; Boston Consulting Group shows American chipmakers'

share of global production capacity declined from 37% in 1990 to 12% in 2020, while those in

Europe fell from 44% in 1990 to 9% in 2020. In 2020, Apple has announced the mass production

for flagship iphone 12 to be delayed for five weeks. Automotive industry is facing tremendous

pressure from semiconductor shortage; the shortage is expected to cost the global automotive

industry $210 billion in revenue in 2021, according to consulting firm AlixPartners(Wayland,

2021), and the entry-level Tesla Model 3 requires an estimated 8 months of waiting. With no end

in sight, Michael Dell, chief executive of Dell Technologies, believed the shortage would

continue being the global issue for a few years. Solving semiconductor shortage has become one

of the primary tasks in 2021 for many companies’ leaders.

This paper offers two machine learning models to address the semiconductors shortage

issues.  Through the lens of Actor Network Theory, the current study shows how these two two

machine learning models help semiconductor manufacturing decentralize fabrication plants and

minimize the damage from environmental disasters. More details on this topic and the

connection between the technical project and the present STS paper are given in the technical

report and sociotechnical synthesis, respectively.

II. Technical:
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This paper will focus on improving the efficiency and pass ratio of fabricating in-demand

semiconductors while providing water management solutions. According to Statista,

approximately five billion U.S. dollars was wasted during fabricating semiconductors due to

wafer crackages, equipment mismatching, and exploitation of ultra water. Improving the

efficiency and correctness of fabrication is the only way to produce enough semiconductor chips

for the growing  market demand. This paper presents two machine learning models for

improving semiconductor shortage resilience: the advanced process equipment matching

(APEM) model and the scheduling model. These two models are expected to bring different

enhancements for semiconductor manufacturing, and this paper discusses the potential of two in

terms of production efficiency, financial cost, correctness of fabrication, and energy-saving as

well as the concerns and existing drawbacks.

In order to assess how these two models enhance the mass production of semiconductors,

it is essential to walk through the process of fabrication and establish a conventional

understanding of each procedure. As stated by Dainippon Screen Mfg. Co., Ltd., the

conventional fabrication has four major steps, wafer processing, die preparation, IC packing, and

IC testing shown in Figure 1, as well as eleven procedures.

Below two models are developed by machine learning of artificial intelligence to tackle

the issues in die preparation and IC packing.  These two models optimal reduction of pass ratios

and waiting time in semiconductor fabs. By applying these two models, semiconductor

manufacturing can reduce the cost of fabrication plants in response to environmental disasters

mentioned in the STS section as well .
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Advanced process equipment matching methodology is a management method according

to the tool match is a management method according to the SPC (Statistical Process Control)

control mode. It is based on the inline (data collection on real products)/ offline (data collection

on dummy wafers) monitor data to determine whether the EQP’s actual process capability is able

to achieve the golden level of the machine group which it belonging to, the golden level is setting

by its belonging machine group’s performance. Through this method, the abnormality can be

detected and the correction can be executed  in time .

In a fabrication plant, there are many machines sitting while waiting for new instructions.

Scheduling model, also called the flexible capacity model, is designed to optimize the workload

sequences for each machine and reduce the waiting time among machines in terms of reducing

the cost of semiconductor manufacturing. In numerical study, the results show that the proposed

strategy provides significant improvements in semiconductor wafer fabrication. This model

produces multiple processes, provides additional capacity for each job, and reduces job waiting

time.

III. Methodology and Results

a. Advanced process equipment matching model

APEM defined three sets of numbers such as mean, sigma, and shift, to indicate if the

fabrication matches its ideal performance. The data would transfer to such systems:

manufacturing execution system, equipment monitoring system, statics process control system,

and engineering data collection system, for further execution. Then the systems in the fab plant

use a  review mechanism based on the data to determine if the matching requires further

adjustment. Figure 2 shows the routine review flow on actual manufacture.

b. Scheduling model
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Scheduling model focuses on optimizing Equipment Flexibility and Loading Balance in

the fabrication plant.  The model leads to a short Qtime (waiting time) in order to improve the

effectiveness of the production by applying expressions.

Due to the purpose of this paper, further significance of Indices, variables, and

parameters is not discussed. They apply the commercial software to solve the scheduling

problem, and the results are presented below.

c. Results

Such two machine learning algorithms have been proved by TSMC. There were several

experiments conducted in TSMC research teams. After the implementation of APEM on a

mature semiconductor production line, the tool matching pass ratios has made promising and

continuous progression in Figure 3. The tool matching pass ratios have jumped from 98.5% to

99.7%, which is a large progressions in efficiency due to large scale manufacturing, after training

the APEM machine learning models for three months. For the scheduling model, the loop cycle

time also reduces 20% after two month of training shown in Figure 4.

IV. STS
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This paper focuses on analyzing the social factors by applying Actor Network Theory

(ANT) demonstrates the machine learning models efficacy while decentralizing semiconductor

fabrication plants. These same machine learning models show potential for minimizing

environmental disasters such as droughts and fires.

ANT is a social theory originally developed by Michel Callon, Bruno Latour and John

Law, which “represents technoscience as the creation of larger and stronger networks'' with both

human and non-human entities represented as actors in them. In the network, the actors are

human; actants can be the objects, processes, and equipment. In other words, ANT is a theory to

weigh technical, natural, and social factors equally and to consider the interconnections between

these actors and realize the mutual determination between actors. With Actor Network Theory,

the complex social factors caused the chip shortage can be further understood and analyzed.

First there is a remaining essential question; what are the social factors that affect chip

shortage? The current study walked through step by step from the top of suppliers down to

clients. In summary, there are four major factors causing the supply chain to be unbalanced: the

shrinking size of the supplier during COVID-19, the environment factors, the ethical

interventions, and growing demands.

To visualize the social factors that cause semiconductor shortage, the study interprets the

semiconductors into an ANT framework, showing in a social-technical diagram. This

socio-technical diagram in the appendix shows the connections among the actors and objects.

There are two main branches in this network, the supplier and the clients. The semiconductor

manufacturers are directly affected by environmental factors such as COVID-19, the fire in

Renesas, and the drought in  TSMC. From the ethical part in the diagram, the Trading war

between China and the United States and the digital-coin miners adds high pressure on the
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supply chain as well. This paper uses ANT to create a framework for the above major actors and

discuss how APEM and scheduling models tackle these issues.

In the semiconductor supply-demand portion, many companies such Apple, Intel, and

AMD etc. play a part in designing chips. Due to the large cost of building a fabrication plant,

except Intel, none of those chip-designing companies have their own commercial fabrication

plants. Although there are some smaller firms offering semiconductor manufacturing, they could

not supply advanced chips on a large scale. Thus,  TSMC and Samsung take most of the

responsibilities for supplying semiconductors globally. Thus, both manufacturers must work

incessantly to keep up with the demand. Later, COVID-19 triggered the chipset crisis. As

COVID-19 hit, TSMC and Samsung had to stop the plants to avoid large waste for running the

plants without the clients. After the COVID-19 cooled down, the clients asked for more chips.

However, the manufacturers spend a long time re-modifying and testing the equipment before

putting designs on the production line. Thus, clumsiness of production makes the design stay in

the design stage. For instance, Apple has reduced the production of iPhone from 100 million

units of iPhone 12 in 2020 to 85 millions units of iPhone 13 in 2021. In ANT, The scalability of

the production and growing demand has a direct relation; therefore, it is important to implement

two proposed models. If the production efficiency is improved, scalability eventually will match

with the surging demand.

The second social factor in the ANT is the environment. Due to the centralization of these

semiconductor manufacturers, the disaster can play a huge impacting role on the production. As

Taiwan experiences its worst drought in over 50 years, TSMC, which has over half of market

shares in chip manufacturing, runs out of water to clean the wafer. For existing technology,  it

takes 8,500 liters of water to make 1 wafer of about 500 chips. If the fab plant adapts an APEM
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model, by increasing the pass ratio, the fab plant will not waste excessive ultrawater. Also the

APEM model and scheduling model reduce the cost of maintaining fab plants. Such that TSMC

and other manufacturers can construct multiple fab plants in separate locations to avoid the effect

of disaster on their only fab plant; decentralizations reduce the damage of disaster toward the

whole production in a single company.

Although this paper shows the promising of these two machine learning models on

increasing the pass ratio, improving the efficiency and flexibility and controlling the excessive

waste, there still exist challenges and relationships not fully examined. Firstly, the impacts of

governmental regulation, technological limitations and economic considerations were not

discussed. As mentioned in the above diagram, for example, the United States has banned

Chinese telecoms supplier and phone manufacturer Huawei for fearing that equipment could be

used to spy on other countries and companies. Although the two models can help Huawei

manufacture chips efficiently, if the United States still keeps banning Huawei nationally, none of

the chips would be imported to solve the chip shortage.

The inherent complexities in these topics require a separate and more detailed analysis,

whereas this STS paper was intended to study the merits of the technology more generally. Last

but not the least, the fab plants require more skilled operators with specialized knowledge, and

there will be more pressures and efforts on hiring labor to go to the affected areas and run the fab

plants. This will require the introduction of a new training and recruitment program to human

resources. The paper is focusing on providing solutions on existing global semiconductor

shortages, but factors beyond the scope of this study need to be studied in order to more

completely assess the feasibility of this actor’s inclusion within the network.

Conclusions
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With implementation of APEM and scheduling models, the fabrication plant improves

the efficiency of the mass production, reducing cost of mining and establishing new fabrication

plants, and increasing the passing ratio for the products. From STS perspective, these two

machine learning models show great promise on semiconductor shortage by decentralizing their

fabrication plants all over the world. Although the global shortage in chipset will still last, the

influenced area and influenced period will truly become smaller and  shorter. Most importantly,

under the insurance of these models, the shortage of semiconductor chips will not occur easily in

the future. This paper focuses on the theories and the first step of establishing the models, there

will be further technical and STS studies to implement the models into manufacturing.
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Appendix

Figure 1 Procedures of Traditional Fabrication Figure 3 Achievement of Implementation of APEM in TSMC

Figure 2 Review Mechanism Figure 4 Achievement of Scheduling Model in TSMC
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Figure 5 Actor Network Theory Framework

Figure 6 Table for Scheduling Model
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